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A List of Current Periodicals 
in the 




TRINITY COLLEGE BULLETIN 
Iaaued quarterly by the College. Entered January ll, 
1904, at Hartford, Conn., as second claaa matter under 
the Act of Congress of July 16, 1894. The Bulletin 
includes in its issues: the College Catalogue a Reports of 
the President, Treasurer and Librarlana Announce-
ments and Circulars of Information. 
Accepted for matuaa at special 
rate of poataae proridecl for lD 
SecdoD 1103, Act of October a, 
1917. authorbed Marcla a, 1919. 
A List of Current Periodicals 
in the 
Libraries of Hartford 
Part I.-ALPHABETICAL LIST. 
Part I I.-CLASSIFIED LIST. 
Second Edition 
Hartford 
J)rinttb for tbt ~ollege 
1926 
PREFATORY NOTE. 
No excuse is offered in presenting this second edition of a 
list of periodicals currently received by the Libraries of Hart-
ford. Its convenience and usefulness were made evident by the 
first edition issued ten years ago. 
Its purpose, briefly, is to help make available to the people 
of Hartford and vicinity the unusual resources of the libraries of 
the City. The extent to which this is accomplished will be the 
measure of its success. 
The thanks of the compiler are due and are now extended to 
the officials of the several libraries for their cordial and sym-
pathetic co-operation in making the list as complete as possible. 
It is hoped that they will find their reward in the increased use-
fulness of the collections under their care. 
The not inconsiderable labor of collecting and arranging the 
data has been carried through by Miss Louise M. Bailey and 
Miss Laura A. Blinn of the Library of Trinity College. 
This new edition is now presented to the kindly consideration 
of the public in the hope that it will serve well the purpose for 
which it has been prepared. 
ARTHUR ADAMS, Librarian. 
Trinity College, June 24, 1926. 
ALPHABETICAL LIST. 
Abbreviations: 
A =Aetna Life Insurance Co. 
B = Hartford Bar Library. 
C = Case Memorial Library. 
El. = Hartford Electric Light Co. 
H = Connecticut Historical Society. 
Hp. = Hartford Public High School. 
M = Hartford Medical Library 
Nf. = National Fire Insurance Co. 
P = Public Library. 
Pa. = Alfred E. Burr Branch of Public Library 
Pd. = Dwight Branch of Public Library. 
Pm. = Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
S = State Library. 
T = Travelers. 
Tr. = Travelers Research Dept. 
Tc. = Trinity. 
W = Watkinson Library 
Yw = Y. W. C. A. 
A. L.A. Booklist- P., Pm. 
Academy of Political Science, Proceedings- C., P., Tc. 
Accelerator- Nf. 
Accident Prevention Bulletin (Portland Cement Co.) -A. 
Acetylene Journal- Tr. 
Actuarial Society of America, Transactions - Pm. 
Adult Education and the Library- C., Tc. 
Adult Leader- C. 
Advance P. M. M. S.-C. 
Advent Christian Missions- C. 
Advertising and Selling- P., Pm. 
Advocate and Guardian - C. 
Advocate of Peace- C., S. 
Aero Digest (Formerly Aeronautical Digest)- S. 
Aetna Fire Messenger- S. 
Aetna-izer- P., S. 
Agricultural Index- P., S. 
TRINITY COLLEGE. 
All the World (Presbyterian) - C. 
All the World (Salvation Army)- C. 
Allgemeine Kirchen blatt- C. 
Allgemeine Missionszeitschrift- C. 
Alliance News- P. 
Aloha- P. 
Alpha Aids (Alpha Portland Cement Co.) - P., S., Tc. 
Ambition - P. 
America- P. 
American Agency Bulletin- Nf. 
American Anthropologist- W. 
American Antiquarian Society, Proceeds.- H. 
American Architect and Architectural Review- W. 
American Assoc. of Univ. Professors, Bulletin- Tc. 
American Bankruptcy Review - S. 
American Bar Assoc. Journal- B., S., Tc. 
American Bee Journal - S. 
American Board of Com. for Foreign Missions, Quarterly Bulls.- C. 
American Bureau of Shipping, Bulls.- P. 
American Catholic Historical Soc., Records- H. 
American Catholic Quarterly Review- C., W. 
American Chemical Soc., Journal- P., Tc. 
American Child- C., P., S. 
American City- P., S. 
American Cookery - P. 
American Economic Review- C., P., S., T., Tc. 
American Economist- C., S., Tc. 
American Educational Digest- Hp. 
American Exchange & Review- Pm. 
American Exchan~e National Bank Monthly Letter-S. 
American Federatlonist- S., T. 
American Foreign Service Journal-S. 
American Forests & Forest Life- P., S., Tc. 
American Friend- C. 
American Girl- P. 
American Golfer- P. 
American Heart Journal- M. 
American Historical Review- C., P., S., Tc. 
American Inst. of Actuaries, Record - Pm. 
American Inst. of Criminal Law & Criminology, Journal-S. 
American Inst. of Electrical Engineers, Journal- El., Tr. 
American Inst. of Homeopathy, Journal-S. 
American Insurance Digest- Pm., Nf., T. 
American Insurer- Nf. 
American Israelite- C. 
American Journal of Anatomy- Tc. 
American Journal of Archaeology- C., Tc., W. 
American Journal of Diseases of Children- M. 
American Journal of Hygiene- M. 
American Journal of International Law-S., Tc. 
American Journal of Medical Sciences- M. 
American Journal of Nursing- P. 
American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology- M. 
American Journal of Pathology- M. 
American Journal of Philology- Tc., W. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
American J oumal of Physiological Optics- Tr. 
American Journal of Physiology- M., Tc. 
American Journal of Psychiatry- M. 
American Journal of Psychology- C., W. 
American Journal of Public Health- M., P., T., Tc. 
American Journal of Roentgenology and Radium Therapy- M. 
American Journal of Science- Tc., W. 
American Journal of Semitic Languages - C. 
American Journal of Sociology- C., P., S. 
American Journal of Syphilis - M. 
American Journal of Tropical Medicine- M. 
American Judicature Soc., Journal- B., P., S. 
American Labor Legislative Review- C., P., S., T. 
American Law Review-S. 
American Law School Review- B., S. 
American Legion- P., S. 
American Library Assoc., Bulls.- C., P., Tc. 
American Machinist- P., Tr. 
American Magazine- EL, Pd., Pm., P. 
American Magazine of Art- P., W. 
American Management Review- Pm. 
American Mathematical Mon'thly- Tc. 
American Mathematical Soc., Bulls.- Pm., T. 
American Medical Assoc., Bulls.- M. 
American Medical Assoc., Journal- M., Pm., Tc. 
American Medicine - M. 
American Mercury- P., S., Tc. 
American Missionary - C. 
American Municipalities - S. 
American Naturalist- P., Tc. 
American Oriental Soc., Journal- C. 
American Philatelist- P. 
American Philosophical Soc., Proceeds.- H. 
American Photography- P. 
American Physical Education Review- Hp. 
American Political Science Review - S. 
American Review - P., S. 
American Review of Tuberculosis- M., S. 
American Rights- S. 
American School Board Journal- Hp. 
American Schools of Oriental Research, Bulls. -C., Tc. 
American Soc. of Steel Treating, Transactions- P. 
American Speech- P. 
American Statistical Assoc., Proceeds.- T. 
American Statistical Assoc., Publs. (Quarterly) - Pm., S., Tc. 
Americana Collector - S. 
Americanization Work-S. 
Anatomical Record- Tc. 
Anatomischer Anzeiger- Tc. 
Anglican Theological Review- C., Tc. 
Anglo-American Trade- P. 
Annalen der Physik- Tc. 
Annales de Chimie et de Physique- Tc. 
Annales de Ia Propagation de la F oi - C. 
Annates de Medecine- M. 
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Annates Politiques et Litteraires- P., Tc. 
Annalist- P., Pm. 
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science - C., P., 
T., Tc. 
Annals of American Trade- P. 
Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard University__: Tc. 
Annals of Clinical Medicine- M. 
Annals of Mathematics- Tc. 
Annals of Surgery- M. 
Antiques- P., S. 
Arbitrator, The- S. 
Architect- W. 
Architectural Record- C., P. 
Archiv fiir das Studium d. Neuren Sprache- W. 
Archiv fiir die Gesamte Psychologie- Tc. 
Archiv fiir Geschichte der Medizin- M. 
Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft - C. 
Archives des Maladies du Coeur- M. 
Archives of Dermatology & Syphilology - M. 
Archives of Internal Medicine- M. 
Archives of Neurology & Psychiatry- M. 
Archives of Otolaryngology - M. 
Archives of Pathology & Laboratory Medicine- M. 
Archives of Pediatrics- M. 
Archives of Surgery- M. 
Army and Navy Journal- P., S. 
Army Ordnance - S. 
Art and Archaeology- C., P., Tc. 
Art Centre, N. Y. Bulls·.- W. 
Art News- W. 
L'Arte-W. 
Arts and Decoration- P. 
Asia- C., P., S., Tc., Yw. 
Asiatic Review - C. 
Associated Advertising - Pm. 
Association Men - C. 
Association Progress - C. 
Astrophysical Journal- Tc., W. 
Atlantic Medical Journal- M. 
Atlantic Monthly- C., Hp., P., Pa., Tc. 
Auburn Seminary Record - C. 
Auk-W. 
Australian Museum Records- S. 
Author's League Bulletin-S. 
Automobile Trade Journal- S. 
Automobiler- Nf., P., S. 
Automotive Industries - S. 
Aviation- P., Tr. 
Babson's Barometer Letter- Pm. 
Babson's Reports- T. 
B. 
Babson's Reports, Business Supplement Territories- Pm. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Babson's Reports, Financial Supplement- Pm. 
Bache Review- Pm. 
Balance Sheet- C., Tc. 
Baltimore Underwriter- Pm., Nf. 
Banker and Tradesman - S. 
Banking Law Journal-S. 
Baptist-C. 
Barron's; the National Financial Monthly- Nf. 
Bates Bulletin- H. 
Belfast Gazette - S. 
Bell Telephone Quarterly- P., S., Tc. 
Berichte der Rheinischen Missionsgesellschaft - C. 
Berliner Missionsberichte- C. 
Best's Insurance News- Nf., Pm., T. 
Better Crops - S. 
Better Homes & Gardens - P. 
Bible Champion - C. 
Bible in the World- C. 
Bible Society Record - C. 
Biblical Review- C., Tc. 
Bibliographie de Belgique- C. 
Bibliographie de Ia France - C. 
Bibliotheca Sacra- C., W. 
Bird-Lore- P., Tc. 
Birth Control Review -S. 
Blackwood's Magazine- C., P. 
B'nai B'rith Magazine- C., S. 
Boiler Maker- Tr. 
Bolletino delle Publicazione Italiana - C. 
Bombay Law Journal - S. 
Book Auction Records - C. 
Book Dealer's Weekly - S. 
Book Notes (Mitchell)- P. 
Book Review Digest- C., P., S. 
Booklist, A. L.A. see A. L.A. Booklist 
Bookman - P., Pa. 
Bookseller - C. 
Boston Medical & Surgical Journal - M. 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Bulls. - C., P., S., Tc. 
Boston Univ. Law Review -S. 
Bosworth Bulletin - S. 
Botanical Gazette- W., S. 
Boy Citizen - S. 
Boys and Friends- S. 
Boys' Life- C., P., Pa., Pd. 
Brain (British)- M. 
Breeder's Gazette- P. 
Brick Church Record - C. 
British Columbia Gazette-S. 
British Journal of Children's Diseases- M. 
British Journal of Photography- P. 
British Journal of Psychology - C. 
British Journal of Surgery- M. 
British Journal of Tuberculosis- M. 
British Medical Journal- M. 
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British Weekly- C. 
Brooklyn Botanic Garden Record - S. 
Brooklyn Museum Quarterly- S. 
Bryologist, The - S. 
Building Age & National Builder- P. 
Buildings & Building Management- P., Pm., S. 
Bulletin de Correspondence Hellenique- C. 
Bulletin International de Ia Protection de l'Enfance, and supplements-S. 
Bulletip of Bibliography- C., P., S., Tc. 
Bulletins of a society or institution are listed under the name of the society. 
Bureau of Railway Economics, Bulls. - S. 
Bureau of Railway Economics. Commodity Prices in their Relation to 
Transportation Costs- S. 
Bureau of Railway Economics. Railroad Revenues and Expenses, Monthly 
Report-S. 
Bureau of Railway Economics. Statistical Bulls.- S. 
Bureau of Railway Economics. Summary of Operation Statistics, Class 1, 
R. R.-S. 
Burlington Magazine- W. 
Burma Law Journal-S. 
Business- P., Pm. 
Business Law Journal-S. 
Business Magazine- T. 
Cafeteria Management- Yw. 
California Law Review-S. 
California Safety News - A. 
c. 
California Univ. Pubis. in Zoology- Tc. 
Canada Journal of Religious Thought - C. 
Canadian Bar Review - S. 
Canadian Entomologist (Univ. of Toronto) - S. 
Canadian Historical Review - S. 
Canadian Magazine- P. 
Canadian Patent Office Record-S. 
Capitol News (Connecticut)- S. 
11 Carroccio - P. 
Case and Comment- S. 
Casualty Insurer- T. 
Catalogue Mensuel de la Librairie Fran~ise- W. 
Catholic World- C., P. 
Central Africa- C. 
Central Baptist Church Monthly - S. 
Central Law Journal- B., S. 
Central Manufacturing District Magazine-S. 
Century Magazine- C., P., Hp., Pa., Tc. 
Certified Public Accountant - S. 
Ceylon Law Recorder- S. 
Chamber's Journal - P. 
Chase Chronicle - S. 
Chase Economic Bulletin-S., T. 
Chemical Abstracts- Tr., Tc. 
Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering- A., P., Tr. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Chemical News- P., Tc. 
Chemical Soc. (London) Journal- Tc. 
Chemical Warfare- Tr. 
Chicago Historical Soc. Bulletin- H. 
Child Welfare Magazine- C., S. 
Children's Museum News, Brooklyn Inst. of Arts & Sciences- S. 
China Bookman - C. 
China Journal of Sciences & Arts - C. 
China Review- P. 
China Sunday School Journal- C. 
China Weekly Review- C. 
China's Millions- C. 
Chinese Recorder - C. 
Chinese Social and Political Science Review - S. 
Chosen People- C. 
Christian Advocate- C., P. 
Christian Century- C., S., Yw. 
Christian Education- C. 
Christian Endeavor World- C. 
Christian Evangelist- C. 
Christian Intelligencer and Mission Field- C. 
Christian Missionary - C. 
Christian Patriot- C. 
Christian Register - P. 
Christian Statesman- C. 
Christian Union Quarterly- C. 
Christian Work- C. 
Christliche Welt- C. 
Chronicle, Banking, Insurance and Finance- Nf. 
Chronicle of London Missionary Soc. - C. 
Church Missionary Review~ C. 
Church Quarterly Review- C., Tc. 
Church School - C. 
Church Times- Tc. 
Churchman- C., Tc. 
City Builder- P. 
City Manager Magazine - S. 
Class-S. 
Classical Journal- Hp., Tc. 
Classical Philology - Tc. 
Classical Quarterly - C. 
Classical Review- C., Tc. 
Coal Age- Tr. 
Collier's Weekly- P., Pa., Pd. 
Colorado Medicine- M. 
Columbia - S. 
Columbia Law Review- B., S. 
Combustion- Tr. 
Commerce Monthly- A., P., Pm., S. 
Commercial & Financial Chronicle- Nf., P., Pm., Tc. 
Commercial Bulletin- P. 
Commercial Record- El., P., S. 
Commercial Vehicle- El. 
Common Ground- P. 
Commonhealth (Mass.)- Tc. 
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Commonweal- S., Tc. 
Commonwealth (Commonwealth Club of California) - S. 
Compensation Review - S. 
Compressed Air Magazine - A. 
Comptes Rendus de l'Academie des Sciences- W. 
Compton's Pictured Newspaper- P. 
Concrete- P. 
Concrete Highway Magazine- P., S. 
Condor-S. 
Congo Mission News- C. 
Congregational Montana- C. 
Congregational Monthly - C. 
Congregational North Dakota- C. 
Congregational Quarterly- C. 
Congregational Record of Nebraska- C. 
Congregational Way- C. 
Congregationalism in Maine - C. 
Congregationalist - C. 
Congressional Digest- P., S. 
CongressioQal Record- P., S., Tc. 
Connecticut-State publications may be found inS. and Tc. 
Connecticut Agricultural College Review- P. 
Connecticut Baptist - S. 
Connecticut Churchman- S., Tc. 
Connecticut Citizen- C., S., Tc. 
Connecticut Congress of Mothers and Parent Teachers Assoc., Bulls.- S. 
Connecticut Health Bulletin- P., S., Tc. 
Connecticut Industry- El., P., Pm., S. 
Connecticut Magazine (Madia's English and Italian)- S. 
Connecticut Schools- C., P., S., Tc. 
Connecticut Valley Advertiser- H. 
Connecticut Vegetable Growers News- S. 
Connecticut Workman - S. 
Consensus- S. 
Constitutional Review- S., Tc. 
Construction Moderne - W. 
Contemporary Review- C., P. 
Continent - C. 
Cornell Law Quarterly- S. 
Cornhill Magazine- P. 
Corporation Journal-S. 
Country Gentleman- P., Pa. 
Country Life- P. 
County Court Note Book- S. 
Credit Monthly- El., Nf. 
Crisis (Negro)- P. 
Critic and Guide - M. 
Cumulative Book Index- C., P., S., Tc. 
Current Events- P. 
Current History- C., Hp., P. 
D. 
Dairy Farmer- Nf. 
Danish Foreign Office, Journal- P. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Dansk Missionsblatt - C. 
Dartnell Better Letters - Pm. 
Dartnell Service Letter- Pm. 
Dartnell Special Report - Pm. 
Dartnell Special Sales Bulletin - Pm. 
Daughters of the American Revolution Magazine- P., S., Yw. 
Defender- C. 
Delineator- P. 
Dental Cosmos- M. 
Dependable Highways- P. 
Design-Keramic Studio- P. 
Deutsche Buch - C. 
Deutsche Rundschau- W. 
Deutsches Archiv fiir Klinische Medizin- M. 
Deutsches Buchverzeichnis - C. 
Dial-S., Tc. 
Dialect Notes-Tc. 
Diamond Life Bulletin Service- Pm., T. 
Dingler's Polytechnische Journal- W. 
Direct Mail Advertising Assoc., Bulls.- Pm. 
Display World- S. 
Drama-P. 
Drama Calendar (N.Y. Drama League)- P. 
Dramatist - P. 
Druggists Circular- A. 
Dry Goods Economist- P. 
Dublin Review- C., W. 
Dun's Review- P., Nf. 
Du Pont Magazine- A., S., Tr., Tc. 
Dyestuffs- A., S. 
East and West- C. 
E. 
Eastern Underwriter- Nf., P., Pm., T. 
Economic Geography- S. 
Economic Geology - Tc. 
Economic Journal-S., T., Tc., W. 
Economic World- Pm., S., T. 
Economist-S., W. 
Edinburgh Review- C., P., Tc. 
Editor and Publisher- Pm. 
Education- C., P. 
Educational Administration & Supervision- Hp. 
Educational Review- C., P., Tc. 
Educational Review of China - C. 
Educational Screen- P. 
El_ectrit Journal- El., P. 
EleCtrical Merchandising- El. 
Electrical Record- El., S. 
Electrical World -A., El., P., Tr., Tc. 
Elementary School Journal- P. 
Elks Magazine - S. 
Endocrinology- M. 
II 
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Engineering (English)- Tr., W. 
Engineering & Contracting- P., Tr. 
Engineering & Mining Journal Press- P., Tr. 
Engineering News-Record- A., El., P., Pm., Tr., Tc. 
England and Wales Weekly Notes- S. 
Englische Studien - W. 
English Historical Review- C., W. 
English Journal- Hp., Tc. 
English Review- P. 
Envelope Series (A. B. C. F. M.)- C. 
Epworth Herald - C. 
Essex Institute Historical Collections- H. 
Eugenical News- S. 
Evangel-C. 
Evangel. Luther. Missionsblatt- C. 
Evangelical Teacher- C. 
Evangelical Tidings- C. 
Evangelisches Missionsmagazin - C. 
Everybody's Business- C. 
Everybody's Magazine- P. 
Everyland- C., P. 
Everyman's Bible Class News- S. 
Ex Libris- C., S. 
Experiment Station Record- P., S., Tc. 
Explosives Engineer- Tr. 
Expositor and Current Anecdotes - C. 
Expositor's Yearbook- C. 
Expository Times - C. 
F. 
Factory- P. 
Faculty of Actuaries, Transactions- Pm. 
Family- C., P., S. 
Farmers' Bulls.- S., Tc. 
Farming Topics- S. 
Federal Council Bulletin- C., P. 
Federal Employee-S. 
Federal Reserve Bulls. U. S.- T., Tc., S. 
Federal Reserve Districts, Monthly Report of Business Conditions- P., S. 
Federal Trade Information Service- S. 
Federation News (Official Publication of the Insurance Federation of America) 
-Nf. 
Fertilizer Review-S. 
Field & Fancy- P. 
Field and Stream- P., Pa. 
Financial News- Pm. 
Financial World- El., Nf. 
Flagstaff (Farmers and Mechanics Bank, Middletown) - S. 
Fliegende Blatter - Tc. 
Florida Health Notes- A. 
Foi et Vie- C., P. 
Folk-Lore- W. 
Forbes Magazine- P., Pm., T. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Forecast- P., Hp. 
Foreign Affairs- C., P., S., Tc., Yw. 
Forest & Stream- P. 
Fortnightly Review- P. 
Forum- C., P., S. 
France-Etats Unis- P. 
Franklin Institute Journal-S., Tr., W. 
Free Churchman - C. 
G. 
Garden & Home Builder- P. 
Gas Age Record- P., Tr. 
Gazette des Beaux-Arts- W. 
Geisteskampf der Gegenwart- C. 
Genealogical Magazine of New Jersey-S. 
Genealogy - S. 
General Electric Review- A., El., Tr. 
Geographic News Bulletin- P., Tc. 
Geographical Journal - W. 
Geographical Review-S. 
La Geographie- W. 
Geological Soc. of America, Bulletin - Tc. 
Geologische Rundschau- Tc. 
Georgia Historical Quarterly - H. 
Giornale della Libreria - C. 
Gleam- Hp., S. 
Gleanings in Bee Culture- P. 
Goettingische Gelehrte Anzeigen - C. 
Golden Book- Hp., P., Yw. 
Good Furniture- P. 
Good Government- C., P., S. 
Good Housekeeping- Hp., P., Pd., Pa., Pm., Yw. 
Good Roads- P., S. 
Graphic News Bulletin- P. 
Greater New York- C. 
Greenwich Bar Association Bulletin-S. 
Grinnell Automatic Sprinkler Bulletin- Nf. 
Grits & Grinds- A. 
Guaranty Survey- A., S. 
Guide to Nature-S. 
Guy's Hospital Reports- M. 
Hardware Dealer's Magazine- P. 
Harper's Bazar- P. 
H. 
Harper's Month.Jy Magazine- C., Hp., P., Pa., Yw., S. 
Hartford- C., El., S., P., Pm. 
Hartford County Farm Bureau News- S. 
Hartford Weekly Guide- P. 
Harvard Alumni Bulletin - Hp., Pm. 
Harvard Business Review- P., Pm., S., T., Tc. 
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Harvard Economic Service, Weekly Letter- T. 
Harvard Lampoon- P. 
Harvard Law Review- B., S. 
Harvard Theological Review- C., Tc. 
Harvard Univ. Astronomical Observatory Annals, See Annals of the A.. 
tronomical Observatory of Harvard Univ. 
Heart-M. 
Heating and Ventilating Magazine- Tr. 
Helper-C. 
Herald of Gospel Liberty - C. 
Hermannsburger Missionsblatt - C. 
Hermes-C. 
Hibbert Journal- C., P., Tc., Yw. 
Al-Hilal- C. 
Historical & Philosophical Soc. of Ohio, Quarterly Pubis.- H. 
Historical Outlook-S. 
Historische Zeitschrift - C. 
Hoard's Dairyman- P. 
Holy Cross Purple- P. 
Homiletic Review- C. 
Horse Review- P. 
Hospital Social Service - S. 
House and Garden - P., Tc. 
House Beautiful- P., Pa. 
Housing Betterment - C., S. 
How to Sell- P., S. 
Humane Review- See National Humane Review 
Hygeia- M., P., Pm., T. 
lbis-W. 
Illinois Health News- Tc. 
Illinois Law Review- S. 
I. 
Illinois State Historical Soc., Journal - H. 
Illuminating Engineering Soc., Transactions- Tr. 
Illuminator- P. 
Illustrated London News- P. 
L'Illustration- Hp., P., Tc. 
L'Illustrazione Italiana - Tc. 
Independent- C., P., Pa., Hp., S. 
Index- C., P., Pro. 
Index Medicus- M. 
Index to Legal Periodicals & Law Library Journal- B., S. 
India Rubber World - P. 
India's Women and China's Daughters- C. 
Indian Social Reformer - C. 
Indian Truth (Indian Rights Assoc.) - S. 
Indian's Friend- P. 
Indiana History Bulletin - S. 
Indiana Magazine of History- H., S. 
Indicator - Pro. 
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry- A., Tr., Tc. 
Industrial and Labour Information (International Labor Office) - S. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Industrial Arts Index- P., Pm., S., Tc. 
Industrial Arts Magazine- P. 
Industrial Bulletin. N. Y. State- A., S., T., Tc. 
Industrial Education - P. 
Industrial Employment Information Bulletin- A. 
Industrial Employment Survey Bulletin- Pm. 
Industrial Gas- P. 
Industrial Hygiene Bulletin- A., T., Tr. 
Industrial Management- P., S., T. 
Industrial News Survey- El., T. 
Industrial Relations- Bloomfield's Labor Digest- T. 
Industry Illustrated- A., P. 
Industry Report - T. 
Information Series (Federal Council) - C. 
Inland Africa - C. 
Inland Printer- P., Pm. 
Inquiry- Yw. 
Inspection News (Retail Credit Co.)- A. 
Inspection News Bulletin- Nf., T. 
Institute for Government Research-Service Monographs- S. 
Institute of Actuaries, Journal- Pm. 
Institute of Actuaries, Journal-Student's Society- Pm. 
Institute of Medicine of Chicago, Proceeds.- M. 
Institution Quarterly- M. 
Insurance - Pm. 
Insurance Advocate- Nf., Pm. 
Insurance Age-Journal- Nf., P., Pm., S. 
Insurance Field- P., Nf., Pm., T. 
Insurance Index- Nf., Pm., S., Tc. 
Insurance lJaw Journal- Pm., S. 
Insurance Magazine - Pm. 
Insurance Observer- Pm., T. 
Insurance Post- Pm. 
Insurance Press- Pm., T. 
Insurance Report - Pm. 
Insurance Research and Review- T. 
Insurance Salesman - Pm. 
Insurance Views - Pm. 
Inter-America - C., P., S., Tc. 
Intercollegian - C. 
International Affairs - S. 
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International Assoc. for the Protection of Child Welfare. Supplement to 
Record of Child Welfare Work - S. 
International Book Review - P., Yw. 
International Clinics- M. 
International Conciliation - C., S., Tc. 
International Crop Re'port and Agricultural Statistics. Questionnaire-S. 
International Index to Periodicals - C., P., S., Tc. 
Int ernational Journal of Ethics - C., Tc. 
International Journal of Religious Education - C. 
International Labor Review -S., Yw. 
International Medical Digest - M. 
International Review of Agricultural Economics- S. 
International Review of Missions - C., Tc., Yw. 
International Review of the Science & Practice of Agriculture-S. 
16. TRINITY COLLEGE 
International Studio- Hp., P. 
Interpreter (Foreign Language Information Service)- C., S. 
Iowa Journal of History & Politics- H., S. 
Iowa Masonic Library, Quarterly Bulletin- H. 
Irish Law Times and Solicitors Journal-S. 
Iron Age- P., Pm., Tr. 
Islam-C. 
Islamic Review - C. 
J. 
Jacksonville- P. 
Jahrbuch des Deutsche Archaeol. lost.- W. 
Jahrbuch der Konigl. Preuss. Kunstsammlungen- W. 
Jahrbiicher fiir National6konomie und Statistik- Tc., W. 
Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte d. Klass. Altertumswissenschaft- Tc. 
Janus-M. 
Japan Evangelist - C. 
Japan Medical World- M. 
Japan Review- P. 
Japan Soc. Bulletin- C., Tc. 
Jewish Missionary Magazine- C. 
Jewish Quarterly Review- C. 
Jewish Tribune- P., S. 
John Hancock Signature- T. 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Bulls. and reports- M. 
Johns Hopkins Univ. Studies- W. 
For the Journal of a Society see the Name of the Society. 
Journal Asiatique- C. 
Journal de Physique et le Radium- Tc. 
Journal des Economistes- W. 
Journal des Missions Evangeliques- C. 
Journal du Droit International-S. 
Journal Lancet - M. 
Journal of Abnormal Psychology - C. 
Journal of Accountancy- El., P., S. 
Journal of Agricultural Research- P., Tc ., S. 
Journal of American Folk-Lore- Tc. 
Journal of American History - S. 
Journal of Applied Sociology- C., S. 
Journal of Bacteriology - M. 
Journal of Biblical Literature & Exegesis- C., Tc. 
Journal of Biological Chemistry- M. 
Journal of Bone & Joint Surgery- M. 
Journal of Cancer Research- M. 
Journal of Clinical Investigation- M. 
Journal of Comparative Legislation - S. 
Journal of Criminal Law & Criminology- B. 
Journal of Education- Hp. 
Journal of Educational Method- C. 
Journal of Educational Psychology- C., Hp. 
Journal of Educational Research - P., Hp. 
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology- C., Tc. 
Journal of English and Germanic Philology- W. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Journal of Experimental Medicine- M. 
Journal of General Physiology- M. 
Journal of Geology- S., Tc., W. 
Journal of Hellenic Studies- C., Tc. 
Journal of Home Economics- P., S. 
Journal of Hygiene- M. 
Journal of Immunology- M. 
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Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, See Industrial & Engineer-
ing Chemistry. 
Journal of Industrial Hygiene- A., M., T. 
Journal of Infectious Diseases- M. 
Journal of Laboratory & Clinical Medicine- M. 
Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics- S. 
Journal of Metabolic Research - M. 
Journal of Morphology- Tc. 
Journal of Negro History- C., P., S. 
Journal of Nervous & Mental Diseases- M. 
Journal of Parasitology - M. 
Journal of Pathology & Bacteriology - M. 
Journal of Personnel Research- S. 
Journal of Pharmacology & Experimental Therapeutics - M. 
Journal of Philosophy- C., Tc. 
Journal of Political Economy- P., S., Tc. 
Journal of Religion- C., P. 
Journal of Rural Education - S. 
Journal of Social Forces- P. 
Journal of Social Hygiene- S. 
Journal of the Franklin Institute, See Franklin Institute Journal 
Journal of the Outdoor Life- M., S., T. 
Journal of Theological Studies- C., Tc. 
Journal of Urology - M. 
Juridical Review - S. 
Justice of the Peace - S. 
Kamp og Seiler - C. 
Kansas Citian - S. 
Kansas City Social Planning- S. 
Kentucky Medical Journal- M. 
Keramic Art- H,p. 
K. 
Kindergarten & First Grade- P. 
Kindergarten Primary Magazine - P. 
Kiwanis-P. 
Klinische Wochenschrift- M. 
Korea Mission Field - C. 
Kourier Magazine - S. 
L. 
Labor & Industry, Pennsylvania Industrial Commission- T. 
Laboratories Data (Underwriters Laboratories)- A. 
Ladies' Home Journal- P., Pa., Pd. 
18 TRINITY COLLEGE. 
Lahore Law Journal-S. 
Lamp (Standard Oil Co.) - C., P., S. 
Lancet (British) - M. 
Language- Tc. 
Law and Labor- Hp., S., Tc. 
Law Journal (English)- S. 
Law Journal Reports- S. 
Law Library Journal-S. 
Law Notes- S. 
Law Quarterly Review - S. 
Law Student - S. 
Law Times- S. 
Law Times Reports- S. 
Lawyer and Banker - S. 
Layman Printer-S. 
League of Nations- P., S., Tc. 
League of Nations Herald- Tc. 
League of Nations News- P., Tc: 
League of Red Cross Societies, Bull~tin- P. 
Legal Aid Review - S. 
Legal Intelligencer- S. 
Liberty-S. 
Librarian and Book World-S. 
Libraries - S. 
Library-C. 
Library Journal- C., P., Pm., T., S., Tc., W. 
Life- P., Yw. 
Life and Labor Bulletin - S. 
Life and Work- C. 
Life Association News - Pm., T. 
Life Insurance Courant- Pm., T. 
Life Underwriter's News- T. 
Light- El. 
Literarisches Zentralblatt - C. 
Literary Digest- C., Hp., P., Pm., S., Tc., Yw. 
Little Wanderer's Advocate- C. 
Liverpool Congregational Magazine - C. 
Living Age- P. 
Living Church - C., Tc. 
Locomotive (Hartford Steam Boiler Insp. & Ins. Co.) -A., P., S., Tr., W. 
Locomotive Engineers' Journal - C. 
The Log (Junior Achievement Bureau of the Eastern States League)- S. 
London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine- Tc., W. 
London Geological Society, Quarterly Journal-S. 
London Times. Daily Edition- C. 
London Times. Weekly- P., Tc. 
London Times Educational Supplement- C. 
London Times Literary Supplement- C. 
Lookout-C. 
Loss and Damage Review - S. 
Louisiana Historical Quarterly- H. 
Lubrication- A., P., Tr. 
Lust's Digest under the Interstate Commerce Act-S. 
Lutheran - C. 
Lutheran Quarterly - C. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Lutheran Woman's Work- C. 
Luzac's Oriental List- C. 
Machinery- P., Tr. 
Magazine World- Hp., P. 




Main '7810' Police Journal-S. 
Maitre Phonetique - C. 
Management - S. 
Management and Administration in Manufacturing Industries- P., Pill., 
S., T. 
Management Review- P. 
Manchester Guardian - P. 
Mansfield House Magazine- C. 
Market Reporter- P. 
Marquette Law Review - S. 
Maryland Historical Magazine- H. 
Masonic Monthly Magazine-S. 
Massachusetts Law Quarterly - S. 
Mayflower and Alden Kindred Histographer-- S. 
Mayflower Descendant- H., S. 
Mayflower's Log-S. 
Mazdaznan - P., S. 
Mechanical Engineer - El. 
Mechanical Engineering- A., P., Tr. 
Medical Clinics of North America- M. 
Medical] ournal & Record - M. 
Medical Library Assoc. Bulletin - M. 
Medical Soc. of New Jersey, Journal- M. 
Medicine- M. 
Medico-Legal Journal-S. 
Mekeel's Weekly Stamp News- P. 
Mental Health- C. 
Mental Hygiene- M., P., S. 
Mental Hygiene Bulletin- P., S., T. 
Mental Hygiene News- S. 
Mentor- El., Hp., P. 
Merchant's Record & Show Window- El., P. 
Mercury (London)- P. 
Methodist Quarterly Review- C. 
Methodist Review - C. 
Metron-T. 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Methods of Compensation - S. 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Statistical Bulletin- A., S., T. 
Mexico Microbe - C. 
Michigan Churchman- P. 
Michigan History Magazine- C., H., S., Tc. 
Michigan Law Review-S. 
Mid-Month Review of Business (Irving Bank-Columbia Trust)- P. 
Mid-Week Pictorial- P. 
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly Bulletin - M., S., Tc. 
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Military Engineer- S. 
Military Surgeon- M. 
Mind- C., Tc. 
TRINITY COLLEGE. 
Mining and Metallurgy- Tr. 
Mining Congress Journal - S. 
Minnesota History Bulletin- H., S., Tc. 
Minnesota Law Review- S. 
Minnesota Medicine- M. 
Mission Field. (S. P. G.) -C. 
Missionary Echo - C. 
Missionary Herald- C., P. 
Missionary Herald. (English Baptist Missionary Soc.) - C. 
Missionary Link- C. 
Missionary News- C. 
Missionary Review of the World- C. 
Missionary Voice- C. 
Missions - C. 
Missions-Biicherwart -:-- C. 
Missionslaesning- C. 
Missionsselskapets Barneblad- C. 
Mississippi Valley Historical Review- H., S. 
Missouri Historical Review- H., S. 
Missouri State Medical Assoc., Journal- M. 
Mitteilungen a us den Grenzgebieten Der Medizin und Chirurgie - M. 
Mitteilungen aus der Briider-Gemeinde - C. 
Model maker-S. 
Modern Hospital- M. 
Modern Irrigation - S. 
Modern Language Assoc., Pubis. - W., Tc. 
Modern Language Notes- Tc., W. 
Modern Language Review - Tc. 
Modern Mining- Tr., A. 
Modern Philology- Tc., W. 
Modern Priscilla- P., Pa., Hp. 
Monatschrift fiir Gottesdienst- C. 
Monatschrift fiir Pastoraltheologie- C. 
Monist-C. 
Monthly Evening Sky Map- P. 
Monthly Labor Review- A., C., Hp., P., S., Tr., Tc. 
Monthly Record- P. 
Monthly Review (Federal Reserve Bank of Boston)- A. 
Monthly Review of Credit & Business- T. 
Monthly Summary of the League of Nations- P. 
Monthly Vital Statistics Review- T. 
Moody ~ible Institute Monthly- Tc. 
Moses Taylor Hospital Bulletin- M. 
Moslem World- C. 
Motive-S. 
Motor- P., Tr. 
Motor Age- P. 
Motor Boat- P. 
Motor Life- P. 
Moving Picture World- P. 
Municipal & County Engineering- P. 
Museon-C. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Museum News- W. 
Museum Work- W. 
Musical America- Hp., P. 
Musical Digest - P. 
Musical Leader- Tc. 
Musical News- C. 
Musical Quarterly- C., P., Tc. 
Musical Times- C., P. 
Musician- P. 
Mutual Underwriter- Pm. 
Nation (New York)- C., P., S., Tc. 
Nation and Athenaeum- P., Tc. 
National Advocate- C., S., Tc. 
N. 
National Association of Corporation Training, Bulletin- P. 
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National Automobile Chamber of Commerce. Co-ordinated Transportation 
Series-S. 
National Catholic Welfare Council Bulletin- P. 
National City Bank of N.Y. on Business Conditions- Pm. 
National City Bank of N. Y. on Economic Conditions- A., S., T. 
National Conference of Social Work Bulletin- C. 
National Education Assoc., Journal- C., Hp., P., S. 
National Education Assoc., Research Bulletin- C., P. 
National Electric Light Assoc., Bulletin- El., Tr. 
National Engineer- Tr. 
National Fire Protection Assoc. Quarterly- A., Tr. 
National Genealogical Soc., Quarterly- S. 
National Geographic Magazine- C., Hp., P., Pd., S., Tc. 
National Humane Review- P., S., Tc. 
National Lumber Bulletin- P. 
National Missionary Intelligencer- C. 
National Municipal Review- C., P., S., Tc. 
National Republican- C., S. 
National Review~ P. 
National Safety News- A., Tr. 
National Soc. U. S. Daughters of 1812., News Letters- P. 
National Spectator- S. 
National Sportsman- P. 
National Tuberculosis Association Bulletin- T. 
National Underwriter- Nf., P., Pm., T. 
Nation's Business- El., P., Pm., S., T. 
Nation's Health- El., M., S., T. 
Nature- Tc., Tr., W., Yw. 
Nature Magaz'ine- Hp., P., Pd., S., Tc. 
Nederlandsche Zendingsblatt- C. 
Needlecraft- Hp. 
Neglected Arabia- C. 
Neue Allgemeine Missions-Zeitschrift- C. 
Neue Kirchliche Zeitschrift- C. 
Neuren Sprachen- C. 
New Armenia- C., S. 
New Britain. The Hardware City- P., S. 
22 TRINITY COLLEGE 
New Church Review- C. 
New England Historical & Genealogical Register- H., S., Tc. 
New England Homestead - P. 
New Hampshire Labor Review-S. 
New Haven Genealogical Magazine- H., S. 
New Jersey Historical Soc., Proceeds.- C., H. 
New Jersey Law Journal-S. 
New Near East- C., P., S., Tc., W. 
New Orleans Medical & Surgical Journal- M. 
New Republic- C., P., S. 
New Student- Tc. 
New York Academy of Medicine, Bulletin- M. 
New York City Mission- C. 
New York City. Municipal Assembly Record-S. 
New York Dept. of Labor, Special Bulls.- T. 
New York Genealogical and Biographical Record- H., S. 
New York Historical Society Quarterly Bulletin- H. 
New York Law Review-S. 
New York Times Current History- S. 
New York Times Index- P., S., Tc. 
New York Trust Co. Index- S. 
Newport Historical Society, Bulletin- H. 
News from Afar- C. 
News Letter of American Red Cross- P. 
Nineteenth Century- C., P. 
Normal Instructor & Primary Plans- P. 
North American Review- C., P., S., Tc. 
North Carolina Historical Review-S. 
North Carolina Law-S. 
North China Herald - C. 
Notes and Queries- W. 
Numismatic Notes and Monographs- S. 
Numismatist - S. 
Nuova Antologia- W. 
Office Appliances- Pm., S. 
Office Economist- P., S. 
Office Manager - Pm. 
Official Guide of the Railways- Pm. 
0. 
Ohio Archaeological & Hist.orical Quarterly - C., H., S. 
Ohio Journal of Science - S. 
Old-Time New England- H., W. 
Omi Mustard Seed - C. 
Open Court - C. 
Open Road- Hp., P. 
Opportunity- P., S. 
Oriental Esoteric Critic Orientalische Literatur- C. 
Orientalische Literarische Zeitschrift - C. 
Ounce- C., P. 
Our Boston (Women's Municipal League of Boston)- S. 
Our Dumb Animals- Hp., P., S., Tc. 
Outdoor Life - P. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Outdoor Recreation - P. 
Qutlook- C., Hp., P., S., Tc. 
Outlook of Missions- C. 
Oxy-Acetylene Tips- Tr. 
Pacific Safety Engineer- Tr. 
Pacific Underwriter- Nf., Pm. 
P. 
Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly - C. 
Palimpsest- H. 
Pan American Union, Bulletin- P., S., Tc. 
Panama Canal Record- P., S. 
Patent and Trade Mark Review - S. 
Patent News- S. 
Patent Office Soc., Journal-S. 
Patna Law Journal - S. 
Patna Law Times- S. 
Patriot-S. 
Pedagogical Seminary- C., P. 
Pennsylvania Genealogical Soc., Pubis.- J-I. 
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography- J-I., Tc. 
Pennsylvania News, Central, Eastern, Western-S. 
Pennsylvania Progress - S. 
Pennsylvania Railroad, Information - S. 
Pennsylvania Railroad System, For the Information of the Public-S. 
Periodical- C., S. 
Periodical Accounts- C. 
Periscope - S. 
Personalist - C. 
Phi Beta Kappa Key - Tc. 
Philatelic Gossip- P. 
Philippine Agricultural Review - S. 
Philippine Islands Official Gazette - S. 
Philippine Journal of Science - S. 
Philippine Presbyterian- C. 
Philippine Republic - S. 
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Philologische Wochenschrift - Tc. 
Philologus- Tc. 
Philosophical Magazine, See London, Edinburgh & Dublin Philosophical 
Magazine. 
Philosophical Review- C., Tc. 
Phoenix Mutual Field - Pm. 
Phoenix Quill - Pm., S. 
Phonographische Zeitschrift - C. 
Photo Miniature- P. 
Physikalische Berichte- Tc. 
Physiological Reviews- M., Tc. 
Pictorial Review - P. 
Pilgrim Elementary Teacher- C. 
Pioneer- C. 
Pitman's Journal- P. 
Playground - C., P., Tc. 
Poet Lore - P. 
24 TRINITY COLLEGE. 
Poetry- P. 
Police Magazine- S. 
Political Science Quarterly- C., P., S., Tc. 
Poor's Rating Bulletin - S. 
Poppy (Veterans of Foreign Wars, Conn. Dept.)- S. 
Popular Astronomy- P., Tc. 
Popular Mechanics- Hp., P., Pa., Pd., Pm., T. 
Popular Science- P. 
Popular Science Monthly- Hp. 
Port of New York and Ship News- S. 
Postage - Pm. 
Power- A., El., P., Tr. 
Power House (Canadian)- Tr. 
Power Plant Engineering- El., Tr. 
Practitioner - M. 
Presbyterian - C. , 
Presbyterian Historical Soc., Journal- H. 
Presbyterian Magazine- C. 
Presbyterian Messenger- C. 
La Presse Medicate- M. 
Primary Education - P. 
Princeton Alumni Weekly- Pm., Tc. 
Princeton Seminary Bulletin- C. 
Princeton Theological Review - C. 
Princeton Tiger- P. 
Printed Salesmanship- Pm. 
Printer's Ink- P., Pm. 
Printer's Ink Monthly- Pm. 
Proceedings of a Society or Institution are listed under the Name of the Society. 
Professional Engineer- P. 
Progressive Education- P. 
Proportional Representation Review - S. 
Protectionist - Tc. 
Protestant - C. 
Psychological Bulletin- Tc. 
Psychological Review- Tc. 
Public Affairs Information Service-S. 
Public Health Bulletins. U. S. (Public Health Service, Treasury Dept.) -
P., S., Tc. 
Public Health Bulletins of Various States- S., Tc. 
Public Health Reports, U. S. Public Health Service- A., M., P., Pm., S., 
T., Tc. 
Public Libraries- P. 
Public Ownership- S. 
Public Service- El. 
Public Works-S. 
Publisher's Weekly- C., P., S. 
Pulse of Mexico- Nf. 
Punch- P. 
Purchasing Agent - S. 
Purchaser - S. 
Q. 
Q. S. T. (A Magazine devoted to the wireless amateur)- P. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Quarterly Cumulative Index to Current Medical Literature- M. 
Quarterly Journal of Economics- c:, P., S., T., Tc. 
Quarterly Journal of Medicine- M. 
Quarterly Journal of Speech Education- P. 
Quarterly Review- C., P., Tc. 
Quest-C. 
Radiator - T. 
Radio Broadcast- P., Pd. 
Radio News- P. 
Radioscope - P. 
Railway Age- P., Pm. 
R. 
Railway & Locomotive Engineering- P. 
Rate Research - El. 
Rays from the Rose Cross- P. 
Reader's Digest- P. 
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature- C., P., S., Tc. 
Record, U. F. C. S. (Ynited Free Church of Scotland)- C. 
Record of Christian Work- C., Tc. 
Red Cross Courier- P., S. 
Red Diamond - S. 
Reference Shelf- S. 
Reformed Church Messenger - C. 
Reformed Church Record - C. 
Reformed Church Review - C. 
Religious Education - C., Tc. 
Review and Expositor - C. 
Review of Economic Statistics, and Supplements- S. 
Review of Reviews- C., Hp., P. 
Revue Biblique - C. 
Revue Chretienne - C. 
Revue de Droit - S. 
Revue d'Histoire de Religion- C. 
Revue d'Histoire Litteraire de Ia France- Tc. 
Revue de Jurisprudence - S. 
Revue de N otariat - S. 
Revue des Deux Mondes- W. 
Revue His'torique- C. 
Revue Internationale de Droit Penal - S. 
Revue Internationale de Ia Croix Rouge- P. 
Revue Philosophique- Tc., W. 
Revue Theologiene et Philosophique- C. 
Rheinisches Museum ft1r Philologie- Tc. 
Rhode Island Historical Society Collections- H. 
Rhode Island Medical Journal- M. 
Rhode Island School of Design Bulletin - P. 
Rhodora- W. 
Rice Institute Pamphlet- Tc. 
Rising Tide - C. 
Rivista di Archaeologia Christiana - C. 
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, Monographs- M. 
Romania- Tc., W. 
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Romanic Review- Tc. 
Round Table (British) - S. 
Round Table (Consumer's League of Rhode Island)- S. 
Royal Anthropoligical Institute, Journal - W. 
Royal Asiatic Society, Journal- C. 
Royal Society of Canada, Transactions- Tc. 
Royal Society of Medicine, Proceeds.- M. 
Royal Statistical Soc., Journal- W. 
Rubber Age- Tr. 
Rudder- P. 
Rural America- C., S. 
Rural New Yorker- P. 
Russell Sage Foundation Library, Bulletin- C. 
Russian Information Bureau, Bulletin- P. 
Russian Review- S. 
Saat auf Hoffnung- C. 
Sabbath Recorder - C. 
s. 
Safeguarding America Against Fire - Tr. 
Safety -A. 
Safety Bulletin- A. 
Safety Engineering- A., Tr. 
Sailor's Magazine- C. 
St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports- M. 
Saint Nicholas- Hp., P., Pd., Pa. 
Sales Management - Pm. 
Sanitary & Heating Engineering- P., Tr. 
Saturday Evening Post- P., Pm. 
Saturday Review- P. 
Scandinavian Review- P., Tc. 
Schone Literatur- Tc. 
Scholastic- Hp. 
School- C., P., S., Tc. 
School and Society- C., Hp., P., S., Tc. 
School Arts Magazine- Hp., P. 
School Life- C., P., S., Tc. 
School of Oriental Studies, Bulletin (London lnst.)- C. 
School Review- Hp., P. 
Schwenckfeldian - C. 
Science- P., T., Tc. 
Science News Letter- P. 
Scientific American- C., Hp., P., Tr., Tc., Pa. 
Scientific Monthly- C., P. 
Scots Law Times- S. 
Scottish Congregationalist - C. 
Scottish Law Review - S. 
Scribe (B. & P. W. Club)- P. 
Scribner's Magazine- C., Hp., P., Pa. 
Sea Breeze - C. 
Seaman's Journal- C. 
Search Light on Congress - S. 
Sentinel (Hartford Dime Savings Bank) - S. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Silent Worker- C. 
Small Home- P. 
Social Forces - S. 
La Societe des Nations-Der Volkerbund- S. 
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine, Proceeds. - M. 
Society for Psychical Research, Journal - C. 
Society for Psychical Research, Proceeds.- C. 
Society of Comparative Legislation J oumal - S. 
Sociological Review- C. 
South African Missionary Advocate - C. 
South African Outlook - C. 
South American - C. 
Southern New England Telephone Co., Bulletin-S. 
Southern Underwriter - Pm. 
Southern Workman - C. 
Special Libraries- P., Pm., S., T. 
Specialty Salesman- P. 
Spectator (English) - P., Tc. 
Spectator (Insurance) - P., Pm., T. 
Speculum - Tc. 
Spirit of Missions- C., P., Tc. 
Sprague's Journal of Maine History- S. 
Standard (Ethical)- P. 
Standard (Insurance)- Nf., P., Pm., T. 
Standard Rate and Data Service - S. 
Standard Statistics - Pm. 
Standard Statistics. Bond Bulletin - Pm. 
Standard Statistics. Corporation Card Service- Pm. 
Standard Statistics. Corporation Service - Pm. 
Standard Statistics. Dividend Service- Pm. 
Starry Cross- C. 
State Library Echo, Connecticut - S. 
State Trooper-Michigan- S. 
Statist- W. 
Stone and Webster Public Service Journal- El., S. 
Student Challenge - C. 
Student Volunteer Movement Bulletin- C. 
Success- Pm., S. 
Successful Farming- Nf. 
Summons-S. 
Sunday School Chronicle - C. 
Sunday School Times - C. 
Sunset- P., S. 
Surgery, Gynecology & Obstetrics- M. 
Surgical Clinics of North America- M. 
Survey- C., Hp., P., S., T. 
Survey Graphic - Yw. 
Survey of Current Business- P., Pm., T. 
Syria-C. 
System- El., P., Pm. 





Textile World Journal- P. 
Theatre Arts Monthly- P. 
Theatre Magazine - P. 
Theolog:ische Literatur-Berichte- C. 
Theologische Literaturblatt- C. 
Theologische Literaturieitung- C. 
Theologische Quartelschrift (American)- C. 
Theologische Quartelschrift (German)- C. 
Theologische Studien und Kritiken - C. 
Theosophical Path- P. 
Theosophical Quarterly- P., S. 
Through the Ages- P. 
Time- Hp., P., S. 
Times Law Reports- S. 
Times of Cuba - Nf. 
Times of India- C. 
Torrey Botanical Club Bulletin- W. 
T'oung Pao- C. 
Trade Mark Reporter- S. 
Traffic World- P. 
Trained Men- P., Pm., S. 




Travelers Protection and Agent's Record-S. 
Traveler's Standard- A., P., S., T. 
Tripod- P., Tc., S. 
Tycos-P. 
Tyler's Quarterly Historical & Genealogical Magazine- H., S. 
Typographical Journal - S. 
Underwriter's Report- Nf., Pm., T. 
Underwriter's Review- Pm. 
Union Signal- C., P. 
United Business Service- T. 
United Church Herald- C. 
United Presbyterian - C. 
u. 
United States. Publications of the Government may be found at the follow-
ing depository libraries, S., Tc. and those of the following depart-
ments at the P.; Agriculture, Census, Education, Geological survey, 
Health, Labor. 
United States Chamber of Commerce, Bulletin- Pm. 
United States Investor- El., Pm. 
United States Naval Medical Bulletin- M., S., Tc. 
United States Review & Insurance World- Nf., Pm. 
United States Supreme Court Reporter-S. 
United States Veteran's Bureau Medical Bulletin- M. 
Universalist Leader- C., P. 
University Journal of Business- S., T. 
University of California Chronicle- C . . 
University of Pennsylvania Law Review-S. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 
Valve World- P. 
Vedante Monthly- P. 
Vermont Missionary- C. 
Vineland Historical Magazine - S. 
Virginia Law Review-S. 
Virginia Quarterly Review - S. 
v. 




Le Voyageur en France (French Government Tourist Information Office)- S. 
w. 
Wadsworth Atheneum Bulletin- C., S., Tc., W. 
Walther League Messenger- P. 
Washington Historical Quarterly- H., S. 
Washington Law Reporter-S. 
Washington Law Review - S. 
Washington University Record- C. 
Watchman Examiner - C. 
Wayfarer- C. 
Week in China-S. 
Weekly Health Index of U. S. Census Bureau- A., S. 
Weekly Review of the Far East- P. 
Weekly Underwriter- B., Nf., Pm., S., T. 
Welfare Magazine- M. 
West China Missionary News- C. 
West Virginia Law Quarterly and the Bar-S. 
Western Electric News- Tc. 
Western India Notes- C. 
Western Insurance Review- Pm. 
Western Magazine-S. 
White Pine Series of Architectural' Monographs- P. 
Wiener Zeitschrift - C. 
William and Mary College Quarterly Historical Magazine- Tc. 
Wilson Bulletin- C., Pm,, Tc. 
Wisconsin Labor Statistics- T. 
Wisconsin Magazine of History- H., S. 
Woman Citizen-S., Yw. 
Woman Voter's Bulletin-S. 
Woman's Home Companion- Hp., P., Pm. 
Woman's Missionary Friend- C. 
Woman's Press- C., S.', Yw. 
Woman's Work- C. 
Women and Missions- C. 
Women's Wear- P. 
Wonderlands- C. 
Wood Preserving News- P. 
Word Carrier- C. 
Word Lore - Tc. 
Worker's Monthly- S. 
World Agriculture- C., S. 
World Call- C. 
JO TRINITY COLLEGE. 
World Review- P. 
World Tomorrow- C. 
World's Crisis- C., P. 
World's Health- M., P., Tc., W. 
World's Work- C., Hp., P., Pa., Pd., S. 
Writer- P. 
Yale Alumni Weekly- Pm. 
Yale Divinity News- C. 
Yale Law Journal- B., S. 
Yale Review- C., Hp., P., S., Tc. 
Youth's Companion- P., Pd. 
Youth's Temperance Banner- C. 
Y. 
z. 
Zeitschrift d. Deutschen Morgen. Gezellschaft- C. 
Zeitschrift d. Deutschen Palastina Vereins - C. 
Zeitschrift d. Theologie und Kirche - C. 
Zeitschrift flir Aegyptische Sprache - C. 
Zeitschrift flir Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft -C. 
Zeitschrift fur Analytische Chemie- Tc. 
Zeitschrift fur Anorganische Chemie- Tc. 
Zeitschrift flir Assyriologie- C. 
Zeitschrift fur Bildende Kunst- W. 
Zeitschrift flir Katholische Theologie - C. 
Zeitschrift flir Kirchengeschichte - C. 
Zeitschrift flir Klinische Medizin- M. 
Zeitschrift flir Missionskunde- C. 
Zeitschrift flir Neutestamentl. Wissenschaft- C. 
Zeitschrift fur Sem. u. Verw. Gebeite- C. 
Zentralblatt flir Bibliothekswesen- C., Tc. 
Zentralblatt flir Chirurgie- M. 
Zentralblatt fur Innere Medizin- M. 
Zion's Herald- C. 
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CLASSIFIED LIST. 
ACCIDENT PREVENTION. 
Accident Prevention Bulletin (Portland 
Cement Co.) 
California Safety News 
National Safety News 









Advertising & Selling. 
Associated Advertising. 
Class. 
Conn. Valley Advertiser. 







See also Forestry; Live Stock; Poultry. 
Better Crops. 
Better Homes & Gardens. 
Conn. Agricultural College Review. 




Experiment Station Record 
Farmers ' Bulls. 
Farming Topics. 
Fertilizer Review. 
Garden & Home Builder. 
Hartford County Farm Bureau News. 
Hoard's Dairyman. 
Int. Crop Report and Agricultural Statistics. 
Questionnaire. 
Int. Review of Agricultural Economics. 
Int. Review of the Science & Practice of 
Agriculture. 
Journal of Agricultural Research. 
Log. 
Market Reporter. 
New England Home,stead. 
Philippine Agricultural Review. 
Rural America. 










See also Medicine. 







Royal Anthropological lnst., Jour. of 
ANTIQUES. 
Antiques. 








Amer. Antiquarian Soc., Proceeds. 
Amer. Jour. of Archaeology. 
Art & Archaeology. 
Bulletin de Correspondence Hellenique. 
Jahrbuch des Deutsche Archaeol. Inst. 
Jahresbericht u. d. Fort. d. Klass. Alter-
tumwissenschaft. 
Jour. of Egyptian Archaeology. 
Jour. of Hellenic Studies. 
Ohio Archaei. & Hist. Quarterly. 
Old-Time New England. 
Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly. 
Rivista di Archaeologia Christiana. 
Syria. 
Zeitschrift d. Deutschen Palaestina Verelns. 
Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie. 
Zeitschrift f. Sem. u. Verw. Gebeite. 
ARCHITECTURE & BUILDING. 
Amer. Architect and Architectural Review. 
Architect. 
Architectural Record. 
Building Age & National Builder. 
Buildings & Building Management. 
Construction Moderne. 
House Beautiful. · 
White Pine Series of Architectural Mono-
graphs. 
ARMY & NAVY. 
Army & Navy Journal. 
Army Ordnance. 
ART. 
See also Photography. 
Amer. Mag. of Art. 
Art & Archaeology. 
Art Centre. N.Y. Bull. 
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Art News. 
L'Arte. 
Arts and Decoration. 
Author's League Bulletin. 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Bull. 
Burlington Magazine. 
Gazette des Beaux-Arts. 
House Beautiful. 
International Studio. 
Jahrbuch der Konig!. Preuss. Kunstsamm-
lungen. 
Rhode Island School of Design. Bull. 
School Arts Mag. 
Zeitschrift ftir Bildende Kunst. 
ASIA. 
Royal Asiatic Soc., Jour. of. 
ASTRONOMY. 
See also Meteorology. 
Annals of the Astron. Observatory of Harv. 
Univ. 
Astrophysical Journal. 












Nat!. Automobile Chamber of Commerce. 




Journal of Bacteriology. 
Journal of Pathology & Bacteriology. 
BANKING. 
See also Finance. 
Amer. Exchange Nat. Bank Monthly Letter. 
Banker and Tradesman. 
Banking Law Journal. 
Chase Chronicle. 
Chase Economic Bulletin. 
Chronicle, Banking, Insurance & Finance. 
Federal Reserve Bulls. U. S. 
Flagstaff. 
Management. 
Merchant's Record & Show Window. 
Mid-Month Review of Business. 
Monthly Review. 
New York Trust Co. Index. 
Sentinel. 
BAPTIST. 
See also Religion. 
Baptist. 
Central Baptist Church Monthly. 
Conn. Baptist. 





Amer. Bee Journal. 




See also Books; Indexes; Libraries. 
Bibliographie de Belgique. 
Bibliographie de Ia France. 
Boll. delle Publicazione Italiana. 
Bulletin of Bibliography. 
Cumulative Book Index. 
Deutsche Buch. 
Deutsches Buckverzeichnis. 






See also Botany; Zoology. 
Jour. of Biological Chemistry. 














BOOKS & BOOK TRADE. 
See also Journalism. 
Book Auction Records. 
Book Dealer's Weekly. 
Book Notes. 








See also Horticulture. 
Botanical Gazette. 
Brooklyn Botanic Garden Record. 
Bryologist. 
Rhodora. 
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Business. 
Business Law Journal. 
Business Magazine. 
Certified Public Accountant. 
Display World. 
Federal Reserve Districts. Monthly Report 
of Business Conditions. 
Forbes Magazine. 
Guaranty Survey. 
Hardware Dealer's Mag. 
Harvard Business Review. 
Journal of Accountancy. 
- Monthly Review of Credit & Business. 







Survey of Current Business. 
System. 
United Business Service. 




Amer. Catholic Hist. Soc., Records 
Amer. Catholic Quarterly Review. 
Catholic World. 
Commonweal. 
National Catholic Welfare Council Bull. 








See also Sociology. 
Little Wanderer's Advocate. 
Russell Sage Foundation Library. Bull. 
CHEMISTRY. 
See also Physics. 
Amer. Chemical Soc., Jour. of. 
Annales de Chimie et de Physique. 
Chemical Abstracts. 
Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering. 
Chemical News. 
Chemical Soc. (London) Journal. 
Chemical Warfare. 
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry. 
Jour. of Biological Chemistry. 
Zeitschrift flir Analytische Chemie. 
Zeitschrift fur Anorganische Chemie. 
CHILDREN. 
See also Juvenile. 
Adult Leader. 
American Child. 
Amer. Jour. of Diseases of Children. 
British Jour. of Children's Diseases. 
Bull. Int. de la Protection de l'Enfance & 
Supps. 
Child Welfare Mag. 
Int. Assoc. for the Protection of Child Welfare. 




China Jour. of Sciences & Arts. 
China Review. 
China Weekly Review. 
Chinese Recorder. 
T'oung Pao. 















Amer. Bureau of Shipping Bull. 
Anglo-Amer. Trade. 









Port of N. Y. and Ship News. 




See also Religion. 
Advance P. M. M.S. 
Congregational Montana. 
Congregational Monthly. 
Congregational North Dakota. 
Congregational Quarterly. 
Congregational Record of Nebraska. 
Congregational Way. 
Congregationalism in Maine. 
Congregationalist. 





See Domestic Economy. 
CORPORATIONS. 
Corporation Journal. 




Poor's Rating Bulletin. 
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CRUELTY TO ANIMALS. 
National Humane Review. 
Our Dumb Animals. 
Starry Cross. 
CUBA. 
Times of Cuba. 
DAIRY. 
See Agriculture. 
D. A. R. 








Field & Fancy. 
DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
Amer. Cookery. 
Better Homes & Gardens. 
Cafeteria Management. 
Dry Goods Economist. 
Forecast. 
Good Housekeeping. 












Amer. Economic Review. 
American Economist. 





Harvard Economic Service. Weekly Letter. 
JahrbO.cher fUr NationalOkonomie und 
Statistik. 
Journal des Economistes. 
Jour. of Political Economy. 
Natl. City Bank of N. Y. on Economic 
Conditions. 
Protectionist. 
Quarterly Jour. of Economics. 
Review of Economic Statistics, and Supps. 
Trans-Pacific. 
EDUCATION. 
See also Physical Education. 
Adult Education and the Library. 
Ambition. 
Amer. Assoc. of Univ. Professors, Bull. 
Amer. Educational Digest. 





Educational Administration & Supervision. 
Educational Review. 
Educational Review of China. 
Educational Screen. 
Elementary School Journal. 
Gleam. 
Holy Cross Purple. 
Intercollegian. 
Int. Jour. of Religious Education. 
Jour. of Education. 
Jour. of Educational Method. 
Jour. of Educational Research. 
Jour. of Rural Education. 
Kinde.rgarten & First Grade. 
Kindergarten Primary Mag. 
London Times Educational Supp. 
Natl. Education Assoc., Jour. of. 
N. E. A. Research Bull. 
New Student. 
Normal Instructor & Primary Plans. 
Pedagogical Seminary. 











Teachers College Record. 
Trained Men. 
Univ. of California Chronicle. 
Vocational Guidance Mag. 
Washington Univ. Record. 
Yale Alumni Weekly. 
Publications of the U. S. Dept. of Education 
may be found at the Case Memorial, 
Public library, State library, and Trinity 
College library. 
ELECTRICITY. 





General Electric Review. 
Illuminating Engineering Soc. Trans. 
Illuminator. 
Light. 
Natl. Electric Light Assoc. Bull. 
Rate Research. 




See also Electricity. 
Amer. Inst. of Electrical Engineers, Jour. 
Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering. 
Dinglers Polytechnische Journal. 
Engineering (English) 
Engineering & Contracting. 
Engineering & Mining Jour. Press. 
Engineering News Record. 






Power House (Canadian). 
Power Plant Engineering. 
Professional Engineer. 




See Protestant Episcopal Church. 
ETHICS. 










FAMILY & HOME. 
See also Domestic Economy. 
America. 
Conn. Cong. of Mothers and Parent Teachers 
Assoc. Bull. 
Family. 
Garden & Home Builder. 
Ladies' Home Journal. 
Small Home. 
Woman's Home Companion. 
FANCY WORK. 












See also Banks & Banking. 
Amer. Bankruptcy Review. 
Annalist. 
Babson's Barometer Letter. 
Babson's Reports. 
Babson's Reports-Business Supplement Ter-
ritories. 
Babson's Reports-Financial Supplement. 
Barron's; the Natl. Financial Monthly. 
Chronicle, Banking, Insurance & Finance. 




U. S. Investor. 
FIRE. 
Grinnell Automatic Sprinkler Bull. 
Natl. Fire Protection Asaoc. Quarterly. 







Jour. of Amer. Folk-Lore. 
Word Lore. 
FORESTS & FORESTRY. 
Amer. Forests & Forest Life. 




Iowa Masonic Library, Quarterly Bull. 
Masonic Monthly Mag. 
FREE CHURCH. 
Free Churchman. 











See also History. 
Bosworth Bulletin. 
Genealogical Mag. of N. J, 
Genealogy. 
Mayflower and Alden Kindred Histographer. 
Mayflower Descendant. 
Mayflower's Log. 
Natl. Genealogical Soc. Quarterly. 
Nat!. Soc. U. S. Daughters of 1812. News 
Letter. 
New England Historical & Genealogical 
Register. 
New Haven Genealogical Magazine. 
N. Y. Genealogical & Biographical Record. 
Pennsylvania Genealogical Soc. Pubis. 
Tyler's Quarterly Historical & Genealogical 
Mag. 
GEOGRAPHY. 
See also Travel. 
Economic Geography. 




Natl. Geographic Mag. 
GEOLOGY. 
Economic Geology. 
Geological Soc. of Amer., Bull. 
Geologische Rundschau. 
TRINITY COLLEGE. 
Jour. of Geology. 








GYNECOLOGY & OBSTETRICS. 
See also Medicine. 






See also Archaeology; Genealogy. 
Amer. Historical Review. 
Americana Collector. 
Canadian Historical Review. 
Chicago Historical Soc. Bull. 
Current Events. 
Current History. 
English Historical Review. 
Essex Inst. Historical Collections. 
Georgia Historical Quarterly. 
Graphic News Bulletin. 




Illinois State Historical Soc., Jour. 
Indiana History Bulletin. 
Indiana Mag. of History. 
Iowa Jour. of History & Politics. 
Johns Hopkins Univ. Studies. 
Jour. of American History. 
Louisiana Historical Quarterly. 
Maryland Historical Mag. 
Michigan History Mag. 
Minnesota History Bulletin. 
Mississippi Valley Historical Review. 
Missouri Historical Review. 
N. J. Historical Soc., Proceeds. 
N. Y. Historical Soc., Quarterly Bull. 
N. Y. Times Current History. 
Newport Historical Soc., Bull. 
North Carolina Historical Review. 
Notes & Queries. 
Ohio Archaeol. & Historical Quarterly. 
Palimpsest. 
Penna. Mag. of History & Biography. 
Presbyterian Historical Soc., Jour. 
Revue Historique. 
R. I. Historical Soc. Collections. 
Schwenckfeldian. 
Speculum 
Sprague's Jour. of Maine History. 
Vineland Historical Mag. 
Washington Historical Quarterly. 
William & Mary College Quarterly Historical 
Mag. 
Wisconsin Mag. of History. 
HOMEOPATHY. 
Amer. Inst. of Homeopathy, Jour. 
HOMILETICS. 







See also Agriculture; Botany; Forestry. 









Amer. Jour. of Hygiene. 
Amer. Jour. of Public Health. 
Commonhealth (Mass.). 
Conn. Health Bulletin. 
Florida Health Notes. 
Hygeia. 
Illinois Health News. 
Industrial Hygiene Bulletin. 
Journal of Hygiene. 
Journal of Industrial Hygiene. 
Journal of Social Hygiene. 
Journal of the Outdoor Life. 
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly Bull. 
Motive. 
Nations Health. 
Public Health Bulls. U.S. 
Public Health Reports, U.S. 







Index to Legal Periodicals & Law Library 
Journal. 
Industrial Arts Index. 
Int. Index to Periodicals. 
N . Y. Times Index. 
Quarterly Cumulative Index to Current 
Medical Literature. 
Reader 's Digest. 






Industrial Arts Mag. 
INDUSTRY. 




Heating & Ventilating Mag. 
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Industrial Arts Index. 
Industrial Bull. N. Y. State 
Industrial Education. 
Inustrial News Survey. 
Industry Illustrated. 
Industry Report. 
Jour. of Inrlustrial Hygiene. 





See Nervous System. 
INSURANCE. 
Actuarial Soc. of Amer., Trans. 
Aetna Fire Messenger. 
Aetna-izer. 
American Agency Bull. 
American Exchange & Review. 
Amer. Inst. of Actuaries. The Record. 
Amer. Insurance Digest. 
American Insurer. 
Baltimore Underwriter. 
Best's Insurance News. 
Casualty Insurer. 
Dartnell Better Letters. 
Dartnell Service Letter. 
Dartnell Special Report. 
Dartnell Special Sales Bull. 
Diamond Life Bulletin Service. 
Eastern Underwriter. 




Inspection News Bulletin. 
Inst. of Actuaries, Jour. 
Inst. of Actuaries, Jour. Student's Soc. 
Insurance. 
Insurance Advocate. 
Insurance Age Journal. 
Insurance Field. 
Insurance Index. 






Insurance Research & Review. 
Insurance Salesman. 
Insurance Views. 
John Hancock Signature. 
Laboratories Data. 
Life Assoc. News. 
Life Insurance Courant. 
Life Underwriter's News. 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Methods 
of Compensation. 















U. S. Review & Insurance World. 
Weekly Underwriter. 
Western Insurance Review. 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 
See also Arbitration; League of Nations. 






Japan Soc. Bull. 
Pan American Union, Bull. 
Russian Information Bureau, Bull. 
Russian Review. 
South American. 
Weekly Review of the Far East. 
INVESTMENTS. 
See Banks & Banking; Commerce; Finance. 
IRON & STEEL. 






B'nai B'rith Mag. 
Jewish Quarterly Review. 
Jewish Tribune. 
JOURNALISM. 
Editor & Publisher. 
JUVENILE. 
Boy Citizen. 












Amer. Labor Legislative Review. 
Conn. Workman. 
Industrial & Labour Information. 
Industrial Employment Information Bull. 
Industrial Employment Survey Bull. 
Industrial Hygiene Bulletin. 
Industrial Management. 
Industrial Relations - Bloomfield's Labor 
Digest. 
Int. Labor Review. 
Labor & Industry- Penn. Industrial Com. 
Life & Labor Bull. 
Management Review. 
Monthly Labor Review. 
N. H. Labor Review. 
N.Y. Dept. of Labor- Special Bulls. 
TRINITY COLLEGE. 
Round Table. 
Wisconsin Labor Statistics. 
Worker's Monthly. 
Publications of U. S. Dept. of Labor may be 
found at the Public, State, Travelers, & 




Amer. Bar Assoc. Jour. 
Amer. Inst. of Criminal Law & Criminology, 
Jour. 
Amer. Jour. of Int. Law. 
Amer. Judicature Soc., Jour. 
Amer. Law Review. 
Amer. Law School Review. 
Banking Law Journal. 
Belfast Gazette. 
Bombay Law Journal. 
Boston Univ. Law Review. 
Burma Law Journal. 
California Law Review. 
Canadian Bar Review. 
Case and Comment. 
Central Law Journal. 
Ceylon Law Recorder. 
Columbia Law Review. 
Compensation Review. 
Cornell Law Quarterly. 
County Court Note Book. 
England and Wales Weekly Notes. 
Greenwich Bar Assoc. Bull. 
Harvard Law Review. 
Ill. Law Review. 
Index to Legal Periodicals & Law Library 
Journal. 
Irish Law Times and Solicitors Journal. 
Journal du droit International. 
Journal of comparative Legislation. 
Journal of Criminal Law & Criminology. 
Juridical Review. 
Justice of the Peace. 
Lahore Law Journal. 
Law & Labor. 
Law Journal-English. 
Law Journal Reports. 
Law Library Journal. 
Law Notes. 
Law Quarterly Review. 
Law Student. 
Law Times. 
Law Times Reports. 
Lawyer & Banker. 
Legal Aid Review. 
Legal Intelligencer. 
Loss and Damage Review. 
Lust's Digest under the Interstate Commerce 
Act. 
Magistrate. 
Main '7810' Police Journal. 
Marquette Law Review. 
Mass. Law Quarterly. 
Medico-Legal Journal. 
Michigan Law Review. 
Minnesota Law Review. 
N.J. Law Journal. 
N. Y. Law Review. 
North Carolina Law. 
Patna Law Journal. 
Patna Law Times. 
Police Magazine. 
Revue de Droit. 
Revue de Notariat. 
Revue de Jurisprudence. 
Revue Int. de Droit Penal. 
Scots Law Times. 
Scottish Law Review. 
Soc. of Comparative Legislation JoiUIIII. 
State Trooper, Michigan. 
Summons. 
Times Law Reports. 
U.S. Supreme Court Reporter. 
Univ. of Penn. Law Review. 
Va. Law Review. 
Washington Law Reporter. 
Washington Law Review. 
W. Va. Law Quarterly and the Bar. 
Yale Law Journal. 
LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 
League of Nations. 
League of Nations Herald. 
League of Nations News. 
Monthly Summary of the League of N 
Societe des Nations-Der Volkerbund. 
LIBRARIES. 
A. L. A. Booklist. 
Amer. Library Assoc. Bull. 
Cat. Mensuel de la Librairie Fran\)alae. 
Giomale della Libreria. 






State Library Echo, Conn. 


































Harper's Monthly Mag. 
Harvard Alumni Bulletin. 
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Al-Hilal. 












Nation (N. Y.) 
Nation & Atheneum. 








North American Review. 
Nuova Antologia. 








Reader 's Digest. 
Review of Reviews. 
Revue d 'Histoire Litteraire de la France. 
Revue des Deux Mondes. 
Rice Institute Pamphlet. 
Saint Nicholas. 





















Lutheran Woman's Work. 





Central Manufacturing District Magazine. 





Through the Ages. 
MASONRY. 
See Fraternal Orders. 
MATHEMATICS. 
Amer. Mathematical Monthly. 
Amer. Mathematical Soc. Bull. 




Compressed Air Mag. 





Amer. Heart Jour. 
Amer. Jour. of Medical Sciences. 
Amer. Jour. of Roentgeneology and Radium 
Therapy. 
Amer. Jour. of Syphilis. 
Amer. Jour. of Tropical Medicine. 
Amer. Medical Assoc. Bull. 
Amer. Medical Assoc. Jour. 
American Medicine. 
American Review of Tuberculosis. 
Annates de Medecine. 
Annals of Clinical Medicine. 
Archiv fur Geschichte der Medizin. 
Archives des Maladies du Coeur. 
Archives of Dermatology & Syphilology. 
Archives of Internal Medicine. 
Archives of Otolaryngology. 
Archives of Pathology & Laboratory Medi-
cine. 
Atlantic Medical Jour. 
Boston Medical & Surgical Jour. 
Brain (British). 
British Jour. of Tuberculosis. 
British Medical Journal. 
Colorado Medicine. 
Critic & Guide. 
Deutsches Archiv fur Klinische Medizin. 
Druggists Circular. 
Guy's Hospital Reports. 
Index Medicus. 
Inst. of Medicine of Chicago, Proceeds. 
Institution Quarterly. 
International Clinics. 
International Medical Digest. 
Janus. 
Japan Medical World. 
Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulls. & Reports. 
Journal-Lancet. 
Journal of Cancer Research. 
Journal of Clinical Investigation. 
Journal of Experimental Medicine. 
Journal of Immunology. 
Journal of Infectious Diseases. 
Journal of Laboratory & Clinical Medicine. 
Journal of Metabolic Research. 
Journal of Parasitology. 
Journal of Pathology & Bacteriology. 
Journal of Pharmacology & Experimental 
Therapeutics. 
Journal of Urology. 
TRINITY COLLEGE. 
Kentucky Medical Journal. 
Klinische Wochenschrift. 
Lancet (British). 
Medical Clinics of North America. 
Medical Jour. & Record. 
Medical Library Assoc. Bull. 




Missouri State Medical Assoc., Jour. 
Mitteilungen aus den Grenzgebieten der 
Medizin und Chirurgie. 
Modern Hospital. 
Moses Taylor Hospital Bull. 
Natl. Tuberculosis Assoc. Bull. 
New Orleans Medical & Surgical Jour. 
N.Y. Academy of Medicine. Bull. 
Practitioner. 
La Presse Medicate. 
Quarterly Cumulative Index to Current 
Medical Literature. 
Quarterly Jour. of Medicine. 
R. I. Medical Journal. 
Rockefeller Inst. for Medical Research. 
Monographs. 
Royal Soc. of Medicine, Proceeds. 
St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports. 
Soc. for Experimental Biology & Medicine, 
Proceeds. 
U. S. Naval Medical Bull. 
U. S. Veteran's Bureau Medical Bull. 
Zeitschrift fur Klinische Medizin. 
Zentralblatt fUr Chirurgie. 
Zentralblatt fur lnnere Medizin. 
MENTAL DISEASES. 














Pulse of Mexico. 
MINES & MINING. 
See also Iron & Steel; Engineering. 
Coal Age. 
Mining & Metallurgy. 
Mining Congress Journal. 
Modern Mining. 
MISSIONS. 
Advent Christian Missions. 
Allgemeine Missionszeitschrift. 
Amer. Board of Com. for Foreign Missions. 
Quarterly Bull. 
American Missionary. 
Annales de la Propagation de la Foi. 







Chronicle of London Missionary Soc. 
Church Missionary Review. 
Congo Mission News. 
Dansk Missionsblatt. 
Envelope Series (A. B. C. F. M.). 
Evangel. 




India's Women and China's Daughtera. 
Indian Social Reformer. 
Inland Africa. 
International Review of Missions. 
Japan Evangelist. 
Jewish Mi ionary Mag. 
Jour. des Missions Evangeliques. 
Kamp og Seiler. 
Korea Mi sion Field. 
Mexico Microbe. 
Mission Field (S. P. G.) 
Missionary Echo. 
Missionary Herald. 




Missionary Review of the World. 
Missionary Voice. 
Missions. 
Miss ions-B ucherwart. 
Missionslaesning. 
Missionsselskapets Barneblad. 
Mitteilungen aus der Briider-Gemeinde.. 
Moslem World. 
Natl. Missionary Intelligencer. 
N ederlandsche Zendingsblatt. 
Neglected Arabia. 
Neue Allgemeine Missions-Zeitschrift 
N. Y. City Mission. 
News from Afar. 
Omi Mu tard Seed. 
Outlook of Missions. 
Periodical Accounts. 
Rising Tide. 




South African Missionary Advocate. 
South African Outlook. 
Spirit of Missions. 
Student Volunteer Movement Bull. 
Times of India. 
Vermont Missionary. 
Wayfarer. 
We t China Missionary News. 
Western India Notes. 
Woman's Missionary Friend. 




Zeitschrift fur Missionskunde. 
MONEY. 
See Banks & Banking; Finance. 
MORPHOLOGY. 










City Manager Magazine. 
Commonwealth. 
Greater New York. 
Hartford. 
Hartford Weekly Guide. 
Jacksonville. 
Kansas Citian. 
Kansas City Social Planning. 
Municipal & County Engineering. 
Natl. Municipal Review. 
N. Y. City-Municipal Assembly Record . 
Our Boston. 
MUSEUMS. 












Australian Museum Records. 
Brooklyn Museum Quarterly. 
Children's Museum News, Brooklyn Inst. 





Guide to Nature. 
NAVY. 






Jour. of Negro History. 
NERVOUS SYSTEM 
See also Medicine. 
Amer. Jour. of Psychiatry. 
Archives of Neurology & Psychiatry. 
Jour. of Nervous & Mental Diseases. 
Mental Hygiene News. 
NEWSPAPERS. 
Compton's P ictured Newspaper. 
Conn. newspapers may be found in the 
Public & State libraries. 
London Times. Daily Ed. 
London Times. Weekly. 
North China Herald. 
N.Y. Times Index. 
Standard Rate & Data Service. 
Tripod. 
NUMISMATICS. 
Numismatic Notes & Mc:mographs. 
Numismatist. 
NURSING. 
Amer. Jour. of Nursing. 
OBSTETRICS. 
See Gynecology & Obstetrics. 
OPTOMETRY. 
Amer. Jour. of Physiological Optics. 
ORIENTAL RESEARCH. 
Amer. Oriental Soc., Jour. 
Amer. Schools of Oriental Research. Bull. 
Jour. Asiatique. 
Orientalische Literarische Zeitschrift. 
Oriental Esoteric Critic Orientalische Li-
teratur. 




See also Children. 
Archives of Pediatrics. 
PATENTS. 
Canadian Patent Office Record. 
Jour. of the Patent Office Soc. 
Patent & Trade Mark Review. 
Patent News. 
Trade Mark Reporter. 
PATHOLOGY. 
See also Medicine. 
Amer. Jour. of Pathology. 
Archives of Pathology & Laboratory Medi-
cine. 
PEACE. 
See also Arbitration:, League of Nations. 
Advocate of Peace. 
PHILATELY. 
See Postage Stamps. 
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 
Philippine Islands Official Gazette. 
Philippine Republic. 
PHILOLOGY. 
Amer. Jour. of Philology. 
Amer. Jour. of Semitic Languages. 
American Speech. 
Archiv fur das Studium d. Neuren Sprache 







Goettingische Gelehrte Anzeigen. 
Hermes. 
Jahresbericht u. d. Fort. d . Klass. Alter-
tumswissenschaft. 




Modern Language Assoc. Pubis. 
Modern Language Notes. 





Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie. 
Wiener Zeitschrift. 
Zeitschrift d. Deutsche Morgen. Gezellschaft 
Zeitschrift fur Aegyptische Sprache. 
PHILOSOPHY. 
See also Ethics; Psychology. 
Amer. Philosophical Soc., Proceeds. 
Hibbert Journal. 
Journal of Philosophy. 









British Jour. of Photography. 
Moving Picture World. 
Photo Miniature. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
Amer. Physical Education Review. 
PHYSICS. 
See also Chemistry; Engineering. 
Annalen der Physik. 
Annales de Chimie et de Physique. 
Jour. de Physique et le Radium. 
Physikalische Berichte. 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
See also Medicine. 
Amer. Jour. of Physiology. 
Endocrinology. 
Heart. 







Acad. of Political Science, Proceeds. 
Amer. Political Science Review. 
Annals of the Amer. Acad. of Political & 
Social Science. 
British Columbia Gazette. 
Capitol News (Conn.). 




Feder~.l Trade Information Service. 
Good Government. 
Inst. for Government Research-Service 
Monographs. 
Political Science Quarterly. 
Proportional Representation Review. 
Public Affairs Information Senice. 
Round Table (British). 
Search Light on Congress. 
POSTAGE STAMPS. 
American Philatelist. 








All the World. 
Brick Church Record. 
Continent. 










Printer's Ink Monthly. 
Typographical Journal. 
PRISONS. 
See also Sociology. 
Monthly Record . 
PROHIBITION. 
See also Temperance. 
Defender. 
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH. 







Soc. for Psychical Research, Jour. 
Soc. for Psychical Research, Proceeds. 
PSYCHOLOGY. 
See also Philosophy. 
Amer. Jour. of Psychology. 
Archiv fiir die Gesamte Psychologie. 
British Jour. of Psychology. 
Jour. of Abnormal Psychology. 







Quarterly Jour. of Speech Education. 
PUBLIC UTILITIES. 
Jour. of Land & Public Utility Economics 
Public Ownership. 
PERIODICAL LIST. 43 
Public Service. 
Public Work. 






Bureau of Railway Economics. Bulls. 
Bureau of Railway Economics. Commodity 
Prices. 
Bureau of Railway Economics. Railroad 
Revenues. 
Bureau of Railway Economics. Statistical 
Bull. 
Bureau of Railway Economics. Summary of 
Operation Statistics. 
Locomotive Engineers' Journal. 
Official Guide of the Railways. 
Penn. News. Central, Eastern, Western. 
Penn. Progress. 
Penn. Railroad-Information. 
Penn. Railroad System. 
Railway Age. 
Railways & Locomotive Engineering. 
RED CROSS. 
League of Red Cross Societies, Bull. 
News Letter of American Red Cro s. 
Red Cross Courier. 
Revue internationale de Ia Croix Rouge. 
REFORM CHURCH. 
Reformed Church Messenger. 
Reformed Church Record. 
Reformed Church Review. 
RELIEF WORK. 
New Near East. 
RELIGION & THEOLOGY. 
See also Names of various churches i. e., 
Adventist,' etc. 
Advocate & Guardian. 
Allgemeine Kirchenblatt. 
Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft. 
Auburn Seminary Record. 
Bible Champion. 
Bible in the World. 
Bible Soc. Record. 
Biblical Review. 
Bibliotheca Sacra. 
Canada Jour. of Religious Thought. 
Christian Century. 
Christian Education. 
Christian Endeavor World. 
Christian Evangelist. 




Christian Union Quarterly. 
Christian Work. 
Christliche Welt. 
Church Quarterly Review. 
Evangelical Teacher. 
Evangelical Tidings. 
Everyman's Bible Class News. 
Federal Council Bulletin. 
Geisteskampf der Gegenwart. 
Harvard Theological Review. 
Helper. 
Herald of Gospel Liberty. 
Information Series (Federal Council). 




Journal of Biblical Literature & Exegesis. 
Journal of Religion. 
Journal of Theological Studies. 
Liberty. 
Lookout. 
Monatschrift fiir Gottesdienst. 
Monatschrift fur Pastoraltheologie. 
Moody Bible Inst. Monthly. 
Moslem World .. 
Neue Kirchliche Zeitschrift. 
Open Court. 
Princeton Seminary Bull. 
Princeton Theological Review. 
Protestant. 
Record U. F. C. S. 




Revue d 'Histoire de Religion. 





Theologische Quartelschrift (German). 
Theologische Quartelschrift (American). 
Theologische Studien und Kritiken. 
United Church Herald. 
Yale Divinity News. 
Zeitschrift d. Theologie und Kirche. 
Zeitschrift fUr Alttestamentl. Wissenschaft. 
Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte. 






See Geology; Mines & Mining. 






India Rubber World. 
Rubber Age. 
SALESMANSHIP. 










44 TRINITY COLLEGE. 
SCIENCE. 
Amer. Jour. of Science. 
Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sciences. 
Nature. 
Ohio Journal of Science. 
Philippine Journal of Science. 
Popular Science. 
Popular Science Monthly. 
Royal Soc. of Canada. Tmns. 
Science. 










See also Charities; Political Economy; 
Prisons; Socialism. 
Amer. Jour. of Sociology. 
Everybody's Business. 
Hospital Social Service. 
Jour. of Applied Sociology. 
Jour. of Social Forces. 
Mansfield House Magazine. 
Natl. Conference of Social Work Bull. 
Playground. 







See also Boats & Boating. 
American Golfer. 
Field & Stream. 





Amer. Statistical Assoc. Proceeds. 
Amer. Statistical Assoc. Pubis. 
Metron. 
Royal Statistical Soc., Jour. 
Standard Statistics. 
Standard Statistics. Bond Bull. 
Standard Statistics. Corpomtion Card 
Service. 
Standard Statistics. Corpomtion Service. 
Standard Statistics. Dividend Service. 
STEEL. 
See Iron & Steel. 
STOCKS. 
See Banks & Banking; Finance. 
STUDENT VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT. 
See Missions. 
SUNDAY SCHOOL. 
See also Religion. 
China Sunday School Jour; 
Church School. 
Pilgrim Elementary Teacher. 
Sunday School Chronicle. 
Sunday School Times. 
SURGERY. 
See also Medicine. 
Annals of Surgery. 
Archives of Surgery. 
British Journal of Surgery. 
Jour. of Bone & Joint Surgery. 
Military Surgeon. 
Surgery, Gynecology & Obstetrics. 
Surgical Clinics of North America. 
SWEDENBORGIANISM. 






Bell Telephone Quarterly. 
Southern N. E. Tel. Co. Bull. 
TEMPERANCE. 








Youth's Temperance Banner. 
TEXTILES. 




























Q. S. T. 
WOMAN. 
See also Family & Home. 
Scribe. 
Woman Citizen. 











California Univ. Publs. in Zoology. 
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